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Language:
1. We .......... dinner when our unexpected guests ............
a. ate / were arriving

b. were eating / arrived

c. had eaten / would have arrived

d. have eaten / arrive

2. Since they ...........us they were coming, we .......... any food for them.
a. aren't telling / don't have

b. hadn't told / didn't have

c. won't tell / haven't had

d. don't tell / won't have

3. By the time the plane finally ...........after a four-hour delay, everyone waiting to meet the
passengers .......... fed up.
a. has landed / would be

b. is landing / is

c. landed / was

d. was landing / has been

4. From what he ......... in his letter, I thought that he ......... in Paris until next year.
a. had written / would be living

b. has written / lives

c. had been writing / will live

d. was writing / lived

5. Unless you ......... where you are going soon, you ......... to get a ticket.
a. decided / haven't been

b. will decide / aren't going to be

c. have decided / aren't

d. decide / won't be able

Mathematics:
1. It is the longest side of a right triangle.
a. hypotenuse

b. legs

c. angles

d. right angle

2. Which of the following below is the Pythagorean Formula?
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a. a − b = c b. b + c = a c. a + b = c d. c − b = a
2
2
3. Evaluate : 8 +5 (Read as “8 squared plus 5 squared”)

a. 98

b. 89

c. 32

d. 26

c. 8

d. 9

4. What is the square root of 64?
a. 6

b. 7

5. In a right triangle, a = 12 cm and c = 13 cm, what is b?
a. 8 cm

b. 7 cm

c. 6 cm

d. 5 cm
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Science:
1. 1 Rocks formed from broken fragments of other rocks and minerals.
a. Condensation

b. Clastic rock

c. Conduction

d. Igneous rock

2. Molten rock beneath or within the earth’s crust.
a. Condensation

b. Magma

c. Temperature

d. Ore

3. A metal bearing mineral or rock that can be mined at a profit.
a. Condensation

b. Salinity

c. Thermal expansion

d. Ore

4. Rock altered by pressure and heat.
a. Lava

b. Evaporation

c. Metamorphic rock

d. Thermal Energy

5. Molten rock that reaches the Earth’s surface through a volcano or fissure.
a. Condensation

b. Rock cycle

c. Heat

d. Lava

Health Education:
1. Which of the following is a characteristic of a healthy body?
a. sleeps and eats normally

b. can control emotion

c. listen to others' opinions

d. able to forgive other people

2. Having good physical and mental health can help prevent _________.
a. happiness

b. sickness

c. abilities

d. sports

c. efficiency

d. strength

3. What could an unhealthy body cause?
a. relaxation

b. diseases

4. _______________ is a characteristic of good mental health.
a. ready and responsible towards work
b. body ages normally
c. flexible movement
d. strong immune system
5. Which of the following can help you control your moods?
a. having a good hobby

b. exercising

c. a and

d. drinking alcohol
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